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A general model involving k competing risks is studied and the hazard rates cf’ these risks are 
simultaneously estimated. The estimators are strongly approximated by Gaussian processes and 
the limiting distribution of certain statistics are obtained. 
1. Introduction 
There has been much interest in thp: log survivor function and the hazard rate 
function. They are utilized in reliability studies [7], studies of mortality [ 141 and 
in seismology [12,26]. Watson and Leadbetter [27,28] and Rice and Rosenblatt 
[23] have studied a number of estimators for these functions based on a single 
random sample. In the present exposition we shall study a more general competing 
risks modlel in which the hazard rate for k risks are simultaneously estimated. 
Strong approximations of these estimates in terms of Gaussian processes are 
obtained. 
Our model can be defined as follows: Let X be a real-valued random variable 
with a continuous distribution function F(x) = P(X <x}. For a fixed natural number 
k, let A', A2,. . . , A’ be pairwise disjoint sets, (0: at least P(A i n A”) = 0 for i # m ), 
such that P( Uf,l A’) = 1 and define the sub-distribution function fii(x) = P{X <X 
and Ai}, i = 1,2,. . . , k, When observing X we are interested in the joint behavior 
of the pairs (X, A’). In survival analysis terminology X corresponds to the survival 
tim= of an individual who dies from one of k causes A’, A*, . . . , Ak. In reliability 
terminology X may correspond to the lifetime of a system which fails from one of 
k causesA1,A2,... , A k. We are assuming that A’ and A”’ cannot occur simul- 
taneously, i # wt. 
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The following definition of hazard (or mortality) rate in the present mode1 is 
useful: Gi~etr thnr arz individual (or system) has survived all risks A’, A*, . . . , Ak 
up !a rime s fizc instarzraneozts probability rare that he/she dies from specific cause 
A’ a? rime x is the hazard rate for risk A’ at time x. On assuming that the sub-density 
functions f(r) = FI (x) exist, the hazard race for risk A’ at time li is defined by 
hi(fi) =fi(fi)/(l -F(fi))* (1.1) 
We define the hazard rate vector H by 
H(f) = (hIif,), k2(f2), . . . , hk(fk ,) (1.2) 
where I = (rl, 12,. . . , lk)clRk. LetJc{1,2,... , k} be non-empty. Then the hazard 
rate for the combined risks UiEJ A’ is obtained as CiGl hits ); The total hazard rate 
far an individual or system is then r”_, hi(x ). 
Based on a sequence of independent replicas (Xi, A:, A;, . . . , A;}, j = 1,2, . . . , 
each having the same distribution as {X, A’, A”, . . . , Ak), we wish to estimate the 
hazard rate vector 611 of ( 1.2). We will employ the popular kernel method. There 
are a number of excellent survey papers on curve estimates (cf. for example, [24]). 
I,et F,, denote the empirical distribution function based on X1, X7,. . , , X,,, 
F,, I Y ) = II ’ i I{X, <s}, .s E li?t 
,- ! 
where I{AQ is thr: indicator function @f the event A. Let IC’,, our kernel, be any 
density function satisfying conditions (A21 of Section 3. We estimate the sub-density 
fu!rction { by the empirical sub-density, 
where FZn is ihe empirical sub-distribution function, 
Ft,, ( II 1 = rz l i I{X, 5 I{ and A;}, 
,= 1 
md rij is the indicator function of A:. Thus, we obtain the estimator 
h:,“‘It,t-f:,,(f,)/(l-F,,(r,)) 
for 11.11, i and 
H ;,’ ’1 r 1 = i iz ‘,‘,,’ ( f , 1, h Yn’ i t2.1, . . . , I! ;.‘,: ( fk 1) 
forH(r,.wherer=(f, ,..., fr:)E[Wk. 
An alternate estimator for II, is 
= hi,‘~r,,~(r,-rt)/b,,,(l-F,,(rr)) ‘d&(u) J 
(1.4) 
(1.5, 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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and hence we can estimate H(t) by 
Although, in Section 5, we show that the estimators (1 S) and (1.7) are asymptotically 
equivalent, one may be preferred by the statistician for small and moderate sample 
sizes. However, a detailed comparison of these estimators is beyond the scope of 
the present exposition. 
In Section 3 a strcng approximation theorem is proved for the sub-densities 
(L L”, - - . , fkn) and is used in the approximation of H’, ) by Gaussian processes 
in Section 4. The asymptotic distribution of a giobal measure of deviation as well 
as a strong law are obtained. These results are useful for constructing confidence 
bands and goodness-of-fit tests. Section 5 is concerned with showing that Hi,” and 
Hi:’ are asymptotically equivalent under certain regularity conditi.ons. Some further 
results are discussed in Section 6 including the case when parameters of the 
underlying hazard rates are estimated. We begin by discussing an alternate approach 
to our model. 
2. The model: an alternate approach 
Despite some criticism in the literature, for example in [20], the following 
approach to the model is often illuminating. For a fixed natural number k, let 
(Y;, Y;, . . . , YF), j-1,2,. . . , be a sequence of independent and identically dis- 
tributed random vectors having continuous joint survival distribution given by 
sty,, VZ, * - * 1 yk)=P{Yf >)‘I, Yi’ >)‘2,. . . , v: >)tk} (2.1) 
where 0*1, Y2, . . . ..VJoElFP. What one observes is the sequence 
(Xi, S!, S:, . . , SF), j = 1,2,. . . , where 
X, =min{Yf, YF, . . . , Yf} 
and 8; = {{Xi = Yi} is the indicator function of the event A; = {Xi = Y:) for i = 
1,2,. . . , k. Since S is assumed to be continuous in this paper, all but ant: 6: 
(i = 1,2,. . * ) k) are equal to zero. 
The Xi have distribution function given by 
F(s)=l-S(u,x )...,, u), XEIR. 
We will assume that the gradient function C S(y ,, y?, . . . , yk i having ith component 
ia/ayi)St~l, y?, * s . 3 yk) exists at all (yl, J:‘~, . . . , yk j = (s, A-, , . , , x), x E R and let 
{(x 1 = -way, My I, y2, * 1 * , Yk )‘,I! V, =x9 
where the partial derivative is evaluated at ~‘1 = y? = * * * = yk =S. 
We have r 
Fi(x)=P{XjSx,6;=1}= ..xj;(v)dL:. J / 
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On letting 11,(x I= f (x )/( 1 - F(x )), we arrive at the model of Section 1. Note that 
we have not assumed any independence condition on the components of 
t p”:, Y’, . . . , 1’: ). ‘The results obtained in subsequent sections are valid without 
such a condition. 
Examples. (I) In reliability theory one may consider a system i consisting of k 
oomponent sub-systems connected in series. The whole system fails when one of 
the sub-systems fails. On letting Yi denote the lifetime of the ith component of 
system j, the failure time of the whole system is Xj = min{ Yf , . . . , Y” } and 6; (i = 
1,2,... , k ) indicates if the system iailure is due to the failure of the ith component 
(21 In survival analysis Yj correspo:;-?s to the survival time of individual j until 
he/she dies from cause J. Each individual is subject to k competing risks and the 
1 theoretical) survival time for risk i may be right censored by another risk from 
which the individual dies. Again, one only observes Xi and 8; (i = 1, 2, . . . , k). 
Remark, Langberg, Proschan and Quinzi [17] have shown that, under our condi- 
tions on X, and 8) in Section 1, one can construct an independent sequence 
Ir_:,r.“...., L: ) of random vectors such that if 
X$ = min{L:, f-f,. . . , I_:} and S:* = I{Xy’ =I!,;}, 
then 
{X:,fi;*:i=1,2 ,_.., k${X,,&;i=1,2 ,... , a 
that is, their joint distributions are equal. In fact, their construction yields indepen- 
dent components I!.:. Lf.. . . , L:. Thus, there is a direct correspondence between 
the approaches of Sections 1 and 2. The I,) may not be the same as the original 
1’:. This latter result also shows that with the observations !X;, 8f, . . . ,Sr) having 
distribution functions F and F,, one is not able to distinguish between the indepen- 
dent risks model with ‘latent’ lifetimes (Lf, . . . , Lk) and an infinite number of 
dependent risks models with dependent latent lifetimes (Y:, . . . , Y: ). This has 
been observed previously by Cox [6], Tsiatis [2S] and Peterson [19]. In mortality 
\tudics it is unrealistic to cxpcct that all the risks from various diseases are 
Independent. 
I.63 _!~(\,2..... k 1 bc non-empty. One is somctimes interested in making 
Inference about the sub-system { 1’: },. J where J’ is rhe relative complement of J 
wit’3 rcspcct to 11. 2, . , k ). 
1 .cgt 
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Langberg, P:.oschan and Quinzi [17] have abtained conditiox whereby Fj can be 
consistently l&imgted based on the observations (Xi, S,!, . . . , S:}, j = 1,2, . . . . As 
pointed out by Arjas [2], assuming our continuity assumptions, their conditions 
are equivalent to ttre equality 
I L I 
c h(x) = hJ(X), 
icJ 
(2.4) 
where hi is defined by (1.1). Thus, to estimate the hazard rate hJ, assuming (2.4), 
one can use the estimators (1.5) or (1.7). 
However, it should be noted that condition (2.4) cannot be tested based on the 
data(X,,S: ,..., 8F},j=l,2 ,.... It is an a priori assumption based on the inves- 
tigator’s knowledge of the system. Essentially (2.4) is an independence statement 
of sub-system J from sub-system J” at time x. Prentice et al. [20] argue convincingly 
that in survival analysis (2.4) is not generally satisfied since diseases usually have 
interactive effects. Still, risks such as accidental death can often be assumed to be 
independent from disease-related :risks and can be viewed as a random censoring 
of the disease-related risks of interest. In this case the present approach of assuming 
(2.4) and using (1.5) and (1.7) to estimate the marginal hazard rate hJ, where J’ 
consists of the independent cxnsoring risks, is pertinent. In general, the reliability 
analyst is in more of a position to make a priori assumptions like (2.4) than the 
bio-medical investigator. 
3. Asymptotic behaviour of Kn 
In order to obtain our approximation results we will assume the following 
conditions for each i, (i = 1,2, . . . , k 7: 
(Al) (i) 
(ii) 
(A2) (i) 
(ii) 
(A3) (i) 
(ii) 
The sub-density function A is positive in the interval (a,, pi), ---a3 5: CY, r: 
pi s 00 and vanishes outside. 
J has a bounded second derivative f’,! (and hence ,6 and p are also 
bounded). 
ivi is a bounded density function and either (a) is zero outside an interval 
[-Ai, A,] and absolutely continuous on [-At, A,] with finite limits 
w,(A~) = lim.,tn, w,(x) and 1$+L(--Ai) = lim,r A, rtli(x), or (b) is absolutely 
continuous on (--cc, CX)) with w,’ E L’ and L2. 
i 
r .rwli(.r) dx = 0, 
.x J 
3; 
.u’t+‘i(.y) dx <C 3~. 
* 
{O,,} is a sequence of positive reals such that h,, & 0 and rzb,, + a. 
(ai,,, PI,,) is a sequence of intervals such that (a ,,,, p,,, 1 c 
(ff I,,,+I, fli,rl-+l), (ait*, P,,,)+ ((~1, ,Bi) and log(pl,l -c~ttt) z 0(/l - Let (I,, = 
w 
ma%. i- k sup,+. ,. p,,,(hb)) 
l/2 and assume 
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Remarks. (11 Assumptions (Al), (A2) and (A3) are fairly standard. (Al) concerns 
the existence of second derivatives which are needed for Lemma 3.1. (A2) concerns 
the choice of a ‘nice’ symmetric density wi for our kernel, while (A3) discusses the. 
choice of the bandwidth s#equence 6,, and also how the interval (ain, Pin) over which 
our approximations are made fills out the whole support of f7.. The kernel estimates 
depend a geat deal on both the kernel and the bandwidth chosen. An ‘optimal’ 
weight function as been obtained by Epanechnikov [lo], namely wi(U) = 
3/(4(5)“‘)( 1 -- (u*/5)) if 1~ 1s 5”2 and equals zero otherwise. 
(2) Note that if f: is bounded away from zero on the finite interval (ai, pi), then 
a,, = CN 1). In this case, the rates of convergence in our theorems below will be 
much faster than what is stated in the remarks following Theorems 3.2, 4.1 and 
5.1. For example, the S in {b,,} can satisfy ! -C S <i and convergence can take place 
over (a,, @,,,I for Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 and over ((Y;, 6;) Cot Theorem 3.2. 
Let us define the empirical processes 
&IX)=/2 ‘12[~,1L~)-F,L~I], i = 1,2,. . . ,k 
and 
trI),,(.Y J = I1 ‘/*[FJx)-F(xl] 
uhcre .Y G R and R,,, F,:,, F,, and F are defined as in Section 1. The foliowing result 
is crucial. 
Theorem 3.1 I (Burke, Csiirgij and Horv6th [5]. On a suitable prohnhih’ty space, one 
i’t~~ tkfirw k -+ 1 rbvo-puranwtur Gaussian proce:w3 KoL~, bt j, IC,(x, n ), . . . , Itk (x, II 1 
rrh*~c \‘lr, n J itself i.r n t k a 1 )-dimensional rector-valued Gaussian process haring 
Iiw wmv cocariarlce structure as the rector t1 “‘cy,,(t 1, rlamrly E V(r, n I= 0, the zero 
rt*c’bor. rrild for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, i f j, 
E Kdiix. n ~K,,ty, m I = (n A m ){F(s 1 A F(y i -F(x )F(y I}, 
E~,lr,,l)~,i~;,/,rl)=(rl nrn){~,(r)h~(!‘)--~.\-)~i(~)}, 
13.1) 
probability space” is meant in the sense of 
which Theorem 3.1 is based. The processes 
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Ko, a, - * . , & are Kiefer processes. A Kiefer process is a separable Gaussian 
process defined on [0, l] x [0, m) such that % K(s, J?) “0 and 
EK(s~,y~)K(sz,yz)=(y1~y2)(~1~~2-~,~2}. (3.2) 
(2) Theorem 3.1 can also be stated in terms of sequences of Brownian bridges 
BOW &“, * * . , I&,, approximating (Y, at the rate of convergence O(n -“’ log n ). By 
using the Kiefer process representation one can deduce strong laws for Hi,” and 
Hr’ (cf. Theorem 4.2), as well as weak convergence of statistics based on HL” 
and Hf’. 
Consider the process 
F,(X) = (~b,/~(X)~r’2(fl,,tXi-~tx)), x E bi, Pi). (3.3) 
Using Theorem 3.1, we wish to strongly approximate 71:,,. If ai or /3i art, finite, we 
will assume that tii has finite support and obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Under canditiom (Al), (A2) and !A3)(i), 
sup IE{,,(x) -fi(x)l G Cb:. 
<I,. x. p, 
For a proof. we refer to [21, Lemma 6a]. Note that the expected value 
Eli,,= b,,‘wi(x-_L1)/h,,)~i(x). 
I 
Consequently, assuming also condition (A3)(ii) to hold, 
where rl(ni = n “2h~~‘2a, nd u,, is defined in (A3)(iii). 
If rl(n j = o(l), then T!i is asymptotically equivalent to 
(3.4) 
T~,(X)=(rzb,,/~i(X))l”j~n(x)-E~,*(x)) 
= (bJts j)- 1/Z 
I 
t+l-‘i(X -11)/b,) dcu’i,l(ll) (3.5) 
where ai,? is defined as in Theorem 3.1. As in [3], using Theorem 3. I, we obtain 
sup /To,-G~(x,rr)l~~'O(r:(~z)) 
cl,“- .I I_ L&n 
where rr(n I= (nh,,) I” (log II )‘a,, and G” is the Gaussian process 
63.6) 
Further, we note that the Kiefer pr ote~~ Ki (11, II ) has representarion 
fZi(L4, \Z)= *i(gi:i(U), ,*)-~J((I~)*J(~, !l) (3.7) 
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where bf& is a two-parameter Wiener process, that is, a Gaussian process with 
E 6’,(s,nl=O and E 6’i(~,~~)Ci/i(u,m)=(n AWZ)(S AU). We have 
sup (h,&s ))- “I M.j((X -[4)/b,,) &i(C()n- “‘Wi(l, U) ““ O(rJ(H)) 
CE,” ‘TX ‘, p,, 
(3.8) 
where r&z ) = (6, log log n )I”. This follows from 
~(s)]~“~ Eji:,,(~)4(j;(~))‘~~+[jl(~)1-“~Ch~ and a,&: -,O. 
We obtain the following. 
Theorem 3.3. Asswning condits’ons (Al), (A2) and (A3) one cnn construct k 
irzdeperrdent two-parameter Gaussian processes Gi, 1 s i 6 k, such that for t = 
Ilp. 1:. . . . ( I& 1 
SUP jfT,(r1-G(t, rl)(liz- O( SUP ri(rl)) 
I. Rl?l, I- i- 3 
(3.9) 
T,,cfl= (T,.(r,), T,,,lf-,), . . . , Tk,,(fk)) 
G(t, n J = cG,(tr, n 1, G,(t,, n 1, . . - , Gk(tk, it)), 
Remark. If h,, = n -’ with g ~_a <i and a,, = f~“-~~ -‘-“’ for soire F > (1 with 8 -F > 0, 
then maxI. ,. ,,r,(rI) = O(rt ’ ) for some F’>O. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The approximation (3.9) follows from (3.4), (3.6) and (3.8). 
N’hat is also of interest is the asser,‘on that the components G; of the vector-valued 
Gaussian process G a,-e independent. To prove this we must refer to the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [5, Theorem 3.11). where the Kiefer processes k, are constructed. 
The Kiefer processes & are not independent, having nonzero covariance structure 
i3.1). However. we will show that the Wiener processes 6’,, defined in (3.7), are 
kdependent. 
lk k’, arc defined in terms of a single Kiefer process K having covariance 
ktructux (3.2,. l-et ~xix)=lim,_r p,(x). Then, ~:,(~s)+~~(x\+ - . * +FAi~x;) = 1 
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andforuE[W 
&(U, n) =KU?(u), n), 
k,(U, n) =K(F&4)+F1(cx,), n)-K(F,(q, n), 
for i = 1,2,. . . , k. The Kiefer process K has represl;ntation in terms of a two- 
parameter Wiener process W, 
K(y,n)= W(y,n)-yW(l,n), OSySl,n20. 
Hence, the Wiener process I@; of (3.7) has representation 
* _ 
W&(u), 12) = W(F,(u), rr), 
ti*(&(U), n) = W(&(u,+E,(rn,, n)- W(F:,(oo,, n), 
for i=1,2,..., k. Thus, (W,, Wz, . . . , W,) is a vector-valued Gaussian process 
(being defined in terms of the same W), consisting of Wiener processes and it is 
easy to verify that these Wiener processes are independent. 
As in [23, Theorem 51 we obtain the following. 
Corollary 3.4. Assume conditions (Al). (A2) and (A3) to hold. L,g.?t h,, = n I’, tr*here 
: < S < : and choose the sequence (air,, pi,l)( 1 s i G k) SO that 
n, = max 
l- i--k 
sup (fi(ti ))--1” = O(n” -R-P”2) 
W‘)) -cl, ep,,, 
nnd 
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where 
Ad,, = (2 log,,,, P2 t SUP IT,,,(fl)i(h(,*~~))-l”. , . . ) (2 10gc~,l)“2 ml”.-rl’ N,,, 
X SUP 
~k.r - OC<lh” 
Tin is defined 6~ (3.3 1, A ( wi ) = I[ wi (n )]’ du and d,, = (d I,~, dz,,, . . . , Ll ) with 
d,, = (2 log Girl )I” + (2 log Gin )-1’2{10g 7T --’ ‘2K1(wi) + 2’ log log Gin}, 
arid K,(t~,j= (\vf(Ai)+ ~t~f( .-Ai))/(2h(M’,)) ifKl,(W;)>0, and dherwisa 
ci,,, = (2 log Cl,, )1/z + (2 log Ci,L )-1’2(2T)-‘Kz( Wi)] 
when, K,c tt*, J = {{ [ 1~ : (U )]’ dU/A ( tt*i)}’ “a 
4. Asymptotic behaviour of If;,” 
Consider the processes I?,,,(t) = (I,,,, Tz,,(tz), . . . , Fb,,(tk)) defined by 
?;,,(f,) = (nh,,/f(t,P(l -F(r,))(h~,‘,‘(ti)-I*,(t;)). (4.1) 
and since 
{cf. 15. Lemma 4.1]) we obtain 
Theorem 4.1. Uttticr tlw c-onditions of Theorerrl 3.3, otle cat1 comtruct k independent 
rcz’r9-P~Ir~I11?1ett’r Gcrl .sian processes G, such thf, for t = (tl, . . . , tk 1, 
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where F,,,(t) is definedby (4.1), R(n)=nf=l (ai,l, Pi,,), 
l_F(pi~,)~[2(1+8)K’ 10gtZ]1’2 
and G(t, n) = (G,(t,, n), . . . , Gk(tk, n)) is defined as in Theorem 3.3. 
Moreover, if the conditions of Corollary 3.4 hold, we obtain 
~~~P{~,-d,<(~~,y~,...,yk)}=exp -2 i e-” 
i=l 1 
where iI?,, = (&?I., I\;i2,,, . . . , A?k,,> with 
tilti,, = (2 log Ci,)“2 SUP IFin(t 
“i,l~l~P,” 
and tin and d, are defined as in Corollary 3.4. 
If 6, and a, are as in Corollary 3.4 and if (I -F(Pi,,)) -l = O(n “2--“) for some 
A>O,thenmaxl,i,~ri(n)=O(n-“)forsome~’~O. 
If we assume that each J is bounded away for zero on the finite interval (ai, p,), 
then an application of a theorem of Bickel and Rosenblatt [3, p, 10731 and Theorem 
3.3 yield the following result for the quadratic functional 
u,, = (ul,, ~2,~ . - - , Ukn ) 
where 
Ui,, = nb,, 
5 
P,.,[l-F(I)lZ[hi,l’(.~)-hi(~)]~~Zi(,)ds 
11, 
and m, is a bounded piecewise smooth integrable function. 
Corollary 4.2. Let U = (U,, . . . , uk) with 
Ui = J “f;(r)mi(.X) dx/ \+pf(Z) dz. ‘X, 
Then, under the conditions (Al), (A2) and (.A3), with f. bounded away from zero 
on (ai, pi), hn =I1 -' (:<a <iI ‘I& (I-F(Pi,,)) -' = O(n -"'- ") for some A >O, MY 
have that 
b,“*(U,, -U) 
is asymptotically multiuariare normal with independent components each Ilacing zero 
mean and carianccl 
As stated in the remarks following Theorem 3.1, one can obtain certain strong 
laws for T,, via Theorem 3.1. 
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RCv6sz [22, Theorem 41 has shown that 
lim (2h(~~~,)l0gh;,‘)~“~ sup \G;(x,n)/ g’l 
,I .o r F”V. ! r 
for any F I-*0, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
iA41 Ci) 
rii) 
(iii) 
tiv) 
iv) 
(vi) 
Iviil 
. . . 
I VI11 1 
f is vanishing outside [0, 11, 
fi is twice differentiable in (0,l) and If:,1 d C, 
/:(~)~(~~Oforallx~(O,l), 
IV, is a bounded symmetric density function which vanishes outside an 
interval - 30 5 A, < Bi s CO, 
H* is twice differentiable on (Ai, Bi) and /w’,!l< C, 
lim 1 -I .U41Vi(X) = 0, 
{hrl} is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying h,, LO, nb,, 3 ~‘0, 
~logh,,?/M$ log h,,l I-,0, nb:/(logh”‘)+O. 
Conditions !A41 are sufficient to prove the following version of (4.21, 
sup jl~,(rl-G(I,n)/I’I=L-o((logh,,‘)”’) 
,i RI, 8 
hm S, = (1, l,..., 1) 
P, rf (4.3) 
uherc S., =(Sr,,,. < z,~. . . . , Sk,, 1 and 
Since. in the present model, the G, are independent Gaussian processes, the limit 
of 3, as n + x can be taken componentwise. 
5. Asympfotic behavior of Hj12’ 
consider the process 
T:,‘:‘LiVll -Fc.t-))ir*h,,!f:(S))‘~~{/l:~i(~~)--II,(S)} (5.1) 
for each i, i = 1, 2, . . . . k, where iz :t’ is defined by (1.7) and h, by (I. 1). We will 
\how under certain regularity conditions that 7-::’ and T,,,, defined by (3.3). are 
msymptoticaHy equivalent and hence prove a version of Theorem 4.1 for the vector 
process 
T:;‘uI =‘Tlt;(rii, T:;‘,,‘(t,), . . . , TE,‘U,N (5.2) 
r’r~’ I -1 11). I:. . . . I~ IC Rh and a version of Corollary 4.2. 
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We will assume, in addition to (Al), (A2) and (A3), 
(A5) (i) the functions wi vanishes outside the interval [-A,, Ail where A, is a 
finite positive number, 
(ii) hi, h,! and h’,! are all uniformly bounded on (ai, /S;!. 
Theorem 5.1. U&r the conditions (Al), (A2), (A3) and (A5) we have 
sup IIT): (t) - Tz (t)l) “2. 0(r5(n)) 
teR(n) 
where Tz (t) = (TT, (tl), . . . , Th (tk N, (cf. WN, R (11) = Ilk I h, &,,I and 
rs(n) = max{a,,(b,, log log n)“‘[l -F@if,)] ‘, 
U(n)&;1/2n-1/3 
[l -F(pi,)] -‘(log f*)5’2; 
u(n)b,“‘n l”[ 1 -F(p,,,)] -‘(log n )‘} 
with 
c(n)= I~;if!k ui(n) and o;(n ) = sup (1 -Flsl)l~(xi, “? 
cq,,.:x. P#, 
and hence 
sup I/T::‘(t)-G(t, u)II “‘2’ O(ma:r{r’(rz 1, rz(n 1, TV}) 
rtR!n) 
tvhere rl(n ) and r?(n) are defined in (3.4) and (3.6), respectiwly. 
Rexnark. The rate of convergence in Theorem 5.1 is much poorer than thar in 
Theorem 4.1. To get convergence to zero, we must choose the intervals ((xi,!, /3,,,) 
so that 
(i) a,,[l--F(fli,,)]-’ = 0(n”2-p) for some E BO, 
(ii) l+(n)[l -~(pi,l)]- ’ = O(n”‘- s’2m”) for some ~‘10, and 
(iii) ui(n)[l -F(fli,,)]-.‘= O(12 ‘J2-“2-F”) for some F”>O. 
Note that $6 <i, f--&Y <ii and 5 -;S <:, 
Proof of Theorem 51, For each i, 1 s i -5 k, let 
Pi,,(X)=(l-F(n))(nb./f:(X))“* 
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The theorem follows from the following three lemmas where the conditions of the 
theorem are assumed. 
Lemma 5.2. 
sup IT?‘(X) -Pi,(X)/ ” O(rb(n)) 
CR,, ‘-I ‘- P ,” 
where 
rh(n I= max{o,(n )n I” bZ’2, (b,, log log n )“‘oi(tr)(I -F(pi,,))-‘}, 
(5.3) 
Proof. The left-hand side of (5.3) is bounded by 
syP,, (1 -F(x))(nb~/~(.~))“‘lI h”‘wi(ix -u)lb,,)(F,,(~)--F(u)) 
81.“. 1.1 
X(1 -F”(U)) ‘hi(u) du 
I 
(5.4) 
As in Lemma 3.2 the second term of (5.4) converges to zero almost 
rale O( c,dn In “’ hz”), 
surely at the 
while the first term is almost surely bounded by 
.A , 
(flh,, ~‘.lL’,JIz~ sup 5 
r~ilS)]F,,(X -h,*S)-F(X -‘,,S)l 
~~,r. \. IL A, 
x(I-F,,(x-~,,s)) ‘hi(x-htJ)d*s 
.I \ 
= O(lh,, log log n )“2~,(n)[l -F(&, )I-‘) 
by the boundedness of H’, and hi, the law of the iterated logarithm applied to 
cF, - Fb, and since 
[ 1 -F,,qL +h,A, 11 ’ ‘z’ O([l -F-(/3,,, +h,,A,)]- ‘) 
i 1 - F(& + b,,A, 11 ’ = Oi[ 1 - F(& I] ‘). 
‘lI-~e last statement follou/s from the boundedness off = F’ and b,,[ 1 -F(P,~ )J ’ + 0 
.I’-* I? -+ x . 
Lemma 5.3. 
(5.5) 
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Proof. The left-hand side of (5.5) is bounded by 
sup (nb”/J(x )Y sup 
II 
b,*Wi(s) 
a,,, <X<lkn Oi”<X~LL 
x [(l -F(x))(?. -F(x -b”s)!-’ - l]d(fi,,(x -b,s)-fi(x -b,,s))i 
s (nb,)“2a, sup (I b,‘Wi(A;) l-F(x) _1 avl :x<p,, 1 -F(x -b,,Ai) I 
X (f’in(X -b,Ai)-fi(x -b.Ai))] 
+ jb,‘~~( --Ai) 
l--F(x) -1 
1 -F(x + b,Ai) I 
x i 
r l-F(x) 
wl(s)i 1 -Fcx -h,lsJ- l 1 
NOW, for -Ai -C s < Ai, 
+ Wits) 
1 -F(x) 
1 -F(x -b,,s) 
hi(x -h,,s)h,, 
3) I 
I ds, . 
(5.h) 
sup )(l -F(x))[l -F(x -b,s)]-‘- tl= 
x-:p,, 
= sup jF(x -b,s)-F(x)j[l -F!x -b,,s)]- ’ 
1 LB,” 
d sup b,,Aif(x,J[l -F(x -b,s)]-’ 
x CP,,, 
= O(bnlIl -F!Pitt)]-‘) 
where Is,, -x)~b,Ai. Since f(x) =zr=,i(x) by (Al)(k), f is a bounded density. 
Consequently, the first two terms of the right-hand side of (5.6) converge almost 
surely to zero at the rate O(a,,b,,(log log YE 1 ~ I”[ 1 -F(Pin )] ’ j. Simiiarly, since 
J]w:(s)/ ds (00, the first part of the integral in the last term of (,5.6) converges 
almost surely to zero at the rate O(a,,bz” (log log n)“‘[l -F(@i,l)]-‘). For the final 
term, 
(Fj,(.r -b,s)-&(x -h,s’~)w,~l -F(x)][l -Fix -h.:)] ’ 
(5.7) 
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since sup,.,p,,,(l -F(.r)I[i -F(x -b,s)]-’ is uniformly bounded when 6, (1 - 
F&I) -l-*0, we have that (5.7) converges almost surely to zero at the rate 
Q(a,A :,iz (log log n 11”), and hence the lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. 
a.?!. 
SUP IPrrr(X)-Qi,t(x)l = 0tr8tft)) 
a,, . x .-tL 
where 
rJItJ=C,(tl)b,“’ max{~~-“3[1-F(Pi,,)]-2(10gn)“~, 
tz -“Q -F&J]-“(log n)‘). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [5, Theorem 4.21, in particular, the handling 
of Jz;,tr I. 
6. Cancluding remarks 
The results of Theorem 4.1 concerning the statistic A?,, are useful for constructing 
approximate confidence bands for the hazard rate vector H of (1.5). One can 
substitute F, for F and flA”’ for f;-“” where they appear as factors in the definition 
of T,,. cf. (4.1). The results for fi,, and U,, enable one to test the hypothesis that 
H (I I= H (I; 8 ), where H is a vector of unknown parameters by estimating 0 by a 
suitable sequence in of estimators and substituting the estimator & for the unknown 
value 8,) of 8 where it appears in A?” and U,,. The resulting statistics would have 
the same asymptotic distribution as in the case when all parameters are specified, 
provided. for exampie, that jj6,, - @,,I1 = O(n ’ I2 ) as is usually the case for maximum 
likelihood estimators. Local power calculations can also be made. We refer to 
Rickel and Rosenblatt [3] for further details on these statistical considerations. 
Consider the sub-system { Yi),FJ where 8# J c {1,2,. . , , k} as described in 
Section 2. If one assumes condition (2.4), then F’ of (2.2) can be consistently 
estimated by the Kapl;,n-Meier [ 131 estimator F,,, defined by 
i 11 1 -~,“l.TI=-, ,x,. , [itI -R,i,/(H -Rj + l)]\“’ Ifi’ ifs <X,,(,, 
I 0 otherwise 
where R. is the rank of X, and X,,, = max{X,, X1, . . . . X,,}. Thus, one can estimate 
Ir, of r2.31 by 
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where wJ is a kernel sati:;fying (A2). Fii!des, Rejt6 and Winter [ll] have obtained 
strong consistency results for (6.1). The corresponding approach in this paper is to 
estimate (2.3) by 
C h!:‘(X) or i$Jh?t4 (6.2) 
id 
where h I!’ and h !z’ are defined by (1.5) and (1.7), respectively. The latter estimators 
are simpler than (6.1), since dPi, of (1.3) and (1.7) gives constant mass l/n at each 
order statistic Xc,,,) for which Sfm, = 1, while dfiJ,, of (6.1) gives random mass 
Gm-l -&,,) at each Xtrn, for which ziE,Sfl),) = 1, where 
and Slm, the corresponding indicator function for Xcrn,. The quantity depends on 
which of the order statistics Xc,), X(l), . . . , Xi,,,_ I) are due to a failure of sub-system 
J and which are due to a failure of J’. As was shown in this paper the components 
of (1.6) and (1.8) are asymptotically independent so that tests for one or more 
components of the hazard rate vector H of (1.2) would be asymptotically indepen- 
dent from tests for the other componen.ts. A comparison between Kaplan-Meier- 
type density or hazard rate estimation (6.1) and that of the present exposition will 
be carried out in a subsequent paper. 
The Kaplan-Meier estimator is also used in the estimation of the cumulative 
hazard rate (log survivor function). ,a number of studies have been dc:ne on this 
problem and we refer to the treatments of E.fron [9], Breslow and Crowley [4], 
Aalen [ 11, Burke, Csiirgii and Horvath [5] and to CsiirgG and Horvdth [8]. 
As to the maximum deviation of empirical density estimator, we refer to Konakov 
[ 161 where complete asymptotic expensions irt-e obtained. 
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Note added in proof 
After this manuscript was sent to the typesetter, I became aware of [29], in which 
the limiting distributions of M tn and U1, are obtained in the case k = 2 assuming 1 
(5’;) and {Yz} are independent. In the present paper, written independently of 1 
[29], the iimiting @ioint distributions of the vectors M,, and U,, are obtained and the f; 
above independence condition is not assumed. 
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